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Pay on Foot 
Ticket Parking 

System

Entrance

T4 Plus Barrier (Optional)
Special Ticket Issue Cabinet
Barkode Printer
Loop Detector (1 Piece) Single Channel
Adapter for System
Card Reader for Subscribe System

Cash 
Point

USB Barkode Reader
PC + Monitor (Optional)
Parking Lot Control Software

Exit

T4 Plus Barrier (Optional)
Barcode Reader and Reader Foot
Control Panel (1 Piece)
Loop Detector (1 Unit), Single Channel
Card Reader for Subscribe System

PC + Monitor
( Optional)

Used at Checkout Point at Exit

T4 Plus Barrier 
(Optional)

Entry and Exit Barriers are Optional
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pay ON FOOT
TICKET PARKING SYSTEMS

Pay on Foot System; is used as a prepayment system in paid car park systems, 
shopping mall car parks, bus stations and car parks of large enterprises 
specially with intensive access.
Pay on Foot System It is the system with 1 entrance and 1 exit, or more than 
one entrance and exit where the payment is made to the cashier located in 
the parking lot.
The vehicle arriving at the car park receives a ticket by pressing the button 
from the ticketing cabin at the entrance. Economic roll tickets are used in the 
system. In the meantime, the loop detector located in front of the ticketing 
booth electronically detects the presence of the vehicle. In order to get the 
ticket, the vehicle must be at the point where the loop detector is located.
After the vehicle passes through the barrier, the vehicle is added to the inward 
vehicle list. Ticket number, date, time and barcode are available on the ticket 
got from the ticket booth.
The customer of the car park carries the ticket he received at the entrance and 
pays to the cashier in the car park. The system evaluates the ticket according 
to the time it is inside and charges it according to the amount specified in 
the software beforehand. The fee is displayed on the computer screen and the 
optionally on the fee indicator at the same time. If the ticket is worn and the 
barcode cannot be read with the barcode reader, the code on the ticket can be 
entered into the system manually and the system can still charge the fee. After 
the customer has made the payment,  the coding that shows  the payment has 
been made should be coded on the ticket and the ticket should be given back 
to the customer. When a ticket is read by the barcode reader or ticket reading 
machine at the exit, it automatically opens the exit barrier with swallowing 
or reading the ticket. After the payment of the ticket, the vehicle must exit 
though the barrier in an adjustable time (5 min - 10 min, etc.). This period 
can be adjusted by the owner of the facility. After the vehicle leaves, the barrier 
closes automatically and is added as an outward vehicle by adding a fee to the 
system.
Also, a subscription system can be installed in this system. Vehicle owner 
subscribing for a certain period such as weekly, monthly or yearly in the 
subscription system, makes the subscriber card given to him read by the card 
reader on the ticket booth, the reader recognizes the card, commands the 
barrier and the barrier opens. The exit of the vehicle is recorded by reading 
the same card again at the exit.
Cash points are available at the payment points. Payment, pricing and other 
requested reports are taken from this computer. Parking automation program 
is Windows version.

Makim provides its own manufacturing and design systems for the entrance and 

exit systems in controlled and paid parking areas. Ticket parking systems are 

divided into two as pay at exit and pay on foot.
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